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Of course, communicating and coordinating with each other would be much simpler if we lived near each other, so let propose what may seem to be a somewhat outlandish plan of action…

— IV —

BANDING TOGETHER

The Several States have never formally given-up their Sovereignty and they can, therefore, exert it under The Constitution at any time [they should have always done so, but that’s now water under the bridge]. When they agreed to The Constitution, The Several States made it clear that they and the Sovereign People retained all Rights not granted to the national government. To secure this arrangement, they passed the Ninth and Tenth Amendments [by the way: these are the Amendments most often ignored by the Left and their Useful Idiots on the Right — no surprise there].

Therefore, a State Government, acting in and for the residents of said State as their Agents, is allowed to Refuse to Comply with what the People and the State have deemed to be an Unconstitutional Law because said Law seeks to gather such a Power to itself in Clear Violation of the Letter and Spirit of The Constitution.

The national government can contest this to the Supreme Court. If the SCOTUS decides in favor of the Federal Government, then said Government can try to enforce the ruling, but the State can justifiably resist it in the name of The Constitution and of the Sovereign People.

An example from the present times: clearly, the national government is in the wrong regarding the Legitimacy of
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Obamacare as a law Sanctioned by the Powers granted under The Constitution Of The United States. Therefore, any State Government that Resists the implementation of such a Foul and Hostile law, is in the Right — in fact, it is Obligated to Refuse to Comply with such a Law.

Some would contend that this argument, if accepted, would bring about Chaos, unleash Lawlessness and Disorder — and it certainly would if the State resisted a federal law for Light and Transient Causes — but, clearly, the Affordable Care Act is Unconstitutional because it attempts to give the national government a Power it was not Delegated by The People, who are the Ultimate Sovereignty. Therefore, if any Chaos ensues, it is the national government that is the cause, because it’s caretakers have violated their Oaths Of Office and sought to enforce a law that is Repugnant to The Constitution — that is an actual Crime and a Moral Offense against Mankind and it’s Unalienable Rights. The States, in such a situation, are actually seeking to Restore Law And Order, to stop a rogue group of individuals, of Scheming Despots, from Disturbing and Undermining The Peace and Ordered Liberty. Therefore, they bear no Responsibility for the Chaos that may ensue.

The national government is in the hands of serial violators of The Constitution Of The United States. Therefore, it is to The Several States we must turn now as our Best Hope if we are to end the Tyranny of the Federal Government and avoid having to use force of arms.

But time is running out rapidly.

Part of the problem is that many of those we have elected to run our state governments are Servants of the Left [or they are it’s
Useful Idiots], enthusiastic about turning states into mere Administrative Districts / Departments of the central government.

* * *

The Left is determined to bring the example of Detroit, and now Baltimore, to as many cities and towns as possible.

Our only hope is to join together in some part of what used to be The United States Of America and Regroup around a Renewed Commitment to Local Governance under The Rule Of Law, Ordered Liberty, and a Restoration of true Republican Virtue.

This requires the purging of all Ideological Thinking from our own Souls and a refusal to Legitimize the thinking of the Ideologues.

As with the national government, the vast majority of the Urban areas in America are Terminal, beyond helping, gripped by the black fevers of Leftism and other, related neuroses.

We, The Remnant, those who are committed to the American Moral Cause, must band together Physically and Spiritually.

* * *

Any Restoration of any or all of the Freedoms and Liberties left to us as a Legacy by The Founding Fathers will fail if such a Restoration does not include a renewal of Virtue by enough Americans. That’s an awfully high mountain to climb, but there are a few — a happy few, a band of brothers [and sisters], as it were — who either possess it or have the ability to acquire more of it,
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which is why I think any hope for the survival of The American Experiment lies in several of The Several States where Patriots have deliberately gathered.

The future of Freedom and Liberty lies there, much as in the 18th Century it lay in The Several Colonies.

Those conservatives and Classical Liberals who fall into one of those two categories need to gather in a select group of states and take charge of the governments within in them at all or enough levels. Once this is achieved, we can begin to spread The Restoration.

We are not — repeat not — Revolutionaries, but Outlaws, declared as such and driven into the woods, marshes, and caves by Tyrants bent on destroying all that is Right and Good. We need to band together Spiritually and Physically.

*If we are mark’d to die, we are enough*

To do our country loss; and if to live,

*The fewer men, the greater share of honour.*

God’s will! I pray thee, wish not one man more.

—Henry V, Act IV, scene iii

— V —

INDEPENDENCE

We do not, as the Left would have everyone believe, advocate seceding from the national government. What we seek is to Declare our Independence from the Tyrannical Government that runs America and work to Restore The United States Of America.
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